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současné době tedy neexistuje žádný mandát. Děkuji

diskutujícím, kteří na to upozornili, i když hrubě. Ano, měli

jsme před spuštěním příběhu zkontrolovat okresní web

tady. Předtím však skutečně měli mandát. Za chybu se

omlouváme a s touto opravou pokračujeme.

Školní čtvrť Passaic v New Jersey přidala do učebních osnov

revizionistickou historii, když se studenti po zimních prázdninách na

začátku ledna vrátili do třídy, přičemž liberální pedagogové obvinili

Donalda Trumpa jako důvod, proč byly děti znovu nuceny nosit

bakteriální masky osm až deset hodin. den.

Dětem, které zpochybňovaly nutnost obnovení mandátů, bylo

řečeno, aby obvinily Trumpa, protože nejednal dostatečně rychle, aby

zastavil šíření Covid-19. Dětem bylo řečeno, že Trumpovo bezohledné

vedení dovolilo variantám Covid-19 Beta a Omicron zmutovat na

přenosnější variantu XBB.1.5, která se podle učitelů šíří jako

nekontrolovaný lesní požár, který znevolňuje děti po celé zemi.

Ve škole Etta Gero jeden učitel vyzval studenty 4. třídy, aby

připomněli svým rodičům a starším sourozencům, aby v roce 2024

nevolili Trumpa, protože další Trumpovo prezidentství by „covid

zhoršilo“ a děti by musely nosit masky navždy bez odkladu.

V okrese Passaic záleží na hlasech. Ačkoli se přiklání k demokratům,

41 % registrovaných voličů volilo v posledních prezidentských

volbách republikány, což je o 6 % více než v roce 2016. Zdá se, že

tamní pedagogové chtějí zpochybňovat Trumpův charakter a

upravovat poddajné mysli, aby démonizovali a hanobili 45.

prezidenta Spojených států.

Real Raw News hovořil s rodiči 11letého chlapce, jehož učitel,

obzvláště ošklivé stvoření, pokáral za to, že si na okamžik stáhl

masku, aby se normálně nadechl.
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„Můj syn má astma; škola to ví. Má problém nosit masku příliš

dlouho bez přestávky. To, co škola dělá, je kruté, nelidské. A navíc,

když se zeptal, proč si nemůže masku sundat jen na pár sekund,

učitel mu řekl, aby se ‚zeptal Trumpa‘, a zesměšnil ho. Mého syna to

dohnalo k slzám a pak mu Jenna [přejmenované příjmení] řekla, aby

se šel vyplakat Trumpovi,“ řekl chlapcův otec.

Neetické učení je v okrese endemické.

O pár kilometrů dál na základní škole Daniela F. Ryana učitelé dětem

říkají, že pokud Trump v roce 2024 vyhraje, zruší příkazy k

maskování a rozšíří šíření nemocí. Děti, které jsou proti mandátům,

jsou často posílány do vazby, aby napsaly esej o tom, jak Trump

málem oklamal zemi, aby vypila bělidlo, aby vyléčila Covid-19, a proč

jsou masky nezbytné k udržení společnosti v bezpečí.

Učitel matematiky mluvící pod příslibem anonymity řekl RRN, že v

okrese dominují liberální levičáci a že učitelé s konzervativními

hodnotami je musí skrývat, jinak riskují ztrátu zaměstnání.

„Je zde soustředěné úsilí mluvit o Trumpovi negativně při každé

příležitosti. Dvakrát jsem volil Trumpa, ale pokud budu zastávat

konzervativní principy, budu ostrakizován a bude mi to velmi

nepříjemné. Někteří z mých kolegů učí studenty, že Trump způsobil

Covid,“ řekl.

(Návštíveno 35 574krát, dnes 3 515 návštěv)

 

Edit: This story was written several days ago, and posted

1/24/2023. It seems the school district in question did lift

it’s mandate on 01/23/2023, a day before the article was

posted. Therefore, there is currently no mandate. Thank

you to the commenters who pointed this out, even if rudely.
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Yes, we should have checked the district website this a.m.

before running the story. However, they did indeed have a

mandate in place previously. We appologize for the error

and are keeping the story up along with this correction.

This correction has also been added to the top of the artice

text.

Good for you, Mr Michael!…for keeping the story up!

 
We’re thankful for all the stories/news that you relay to us, and

certainly understand the rapid-changing with all of this rampant

wickedness!!

I am making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job on this website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 9 hours ago by Delavic

We Still Needed to Know what those teachers were actually pulling in

the classroom when they had the opportunity, Thank you.

I can’t help but wonder if word got back to the idiots at the district

and they had to backtrack their policy and lift the mandate. Way to

go MB! You and RNN had a hand in this positive development, much

to the chagrin of the rude troll-turds on here.

Thank you, Michael Baxter, for what you say and do. I appreciate

your articles and the information they provide. I would never be able

to write without SpellCheck and recommend it to everyone.

No doubt these insane monsters will have the masks back on the kids

soon, and a bunch more satanic crap. Parents remove your kids from

these bastard enemies of all that is decent. GOD gave them to you,

not to the tyrannical Luciferian Communist government.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Thank you for still posting this article. It’s important information

about the broken educational system in our country. NO teacher or

staff member should be allowed to treat a child this way. It is verbal,

mental, and emotional abuse of a minor. Perhaps physical abuse as

well since he has asthma. IMHO. Prayers for this family.

“It put my son in tears, and then Jenna [last name probably

Jameson] told him to go cry to Trump,”

ahahaha this is great.

He is lying to you son take the mask off and ask to see the

communication to the school saying that. Trump did not say that!

Nor did he send communication to any other school either. All head

leaders want the mask off there is no need for them now. If you get

sick then take the pills only like Florida does. Florida gets those pills

from a different drug manufacturer. Find out what it is. Call Florida

if you have to. Do not take the shots they are killing people with

blood clots.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Katie

Remember, every Seed we sow does come back even in comments

will come back on us … especially doing harm to children…no one is

exempt from reap what you sow…

Oh we forgot, you need your mommy to explain what Charlene is

trying to convey, go ahead call mommy from your basement laird

little antifascista soyboy troll.

Just a few things that if your IQ is above 80 you should understand.

Whoops, I see this went over your pointy little head.

great to lie to a child and then make him cry ??? u are a piece of hot

steaming dogshit !!

Still hasn’t recovered from your poor mental issues as how to

properly wipes your ass to this day? Bot/trolls much?
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Thanks for the post. I’ll bet Sandra M-D was bombarded by parents’

hostility. How freaking ridiculous is she??

BIG time CRAZY times ahead in our torn nation, worse than pre-civil

war! At least then, most people were united somewhat in faith and

character of an older Christendom, now clearly headed toward

Communism…….

THOSE PARENTS NEED TO BE REHABILITATED SERIOUSLY!!

IF THEY FORCE THE CLOTSHOT ON THEIR KIDS, THAT’S

MURDER!!

But they won’t. Just like the ones who took the jab even though they

thought better of it. Some people will never wake up.

One way to get rid of the left sick phucks! Suiciding themselves. Im

OK with that!

We homeschooled 5: one is an Army chaplain’s wife, who plays and

composes for piano; one is a patent examiner; one is a

communications strategy specialist at a major corporation; one

handles medical insurance claims for a major hospital; one is a

specialty seamstress doing repairs and restorations on old MLB

uniforms. All happily married with children. All strong believers on

the Lord Jesus Christ, and each practicing in a different church

denomination from the others, with lots of debates and lots of

tolerance. Homeschooling was an important ingredient in cooking up

that much human happiness.

Destroying innocent children’s minds is what the Deep State is all

about. They cannot expect the kids to understand what is really going

on, so they totally destroy them into believing lies. And of course the

children believe the narrative and when told otherwise by parents

and family, end up calling them the liars. This is so disgusting.

 
All schools need to be shut down until they can be totally cleaned up

and I am not talking about COVID, I am speaking of Deep State

operatives.
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As a community we need to make it easier for parents to home

school. Maybe a parent MUST go to work but as a community (of

trusted, safe individuals with background checks) we can step in to

help educate our youth within our own neighborhoods.

 
They destroyed the sanctity of marriage so we’d have single family

households that RELY on the schools to watch their kids while they

work.

Great point. As an analog, let me relate to you the YouTube vids from

Eric the Car Guy. I have always liked working on cars, although some

stuff remains over my head (tranny, oil pump, harmonic balancer,

fuel pump). Whereas I use the Haynes manuals for my ‘Vette & my

truck, I find ETCG good generally. That being said, the retired

teachers of America should be able to do videos for every grade K

thru 12. One per day just like one attends school each day. One

assumes that a home schooled child has an attentive parent, but

reference to a good video on the subject (math, reading, geography,

etc) might successfully augment mommy’s efforts. Personally, I could

do vids on entire English Majors for both grad & undergrad and

would do so if anyone gave a shit. just sayin’

Do it! I am an English major and English reading tutor…I really like

your idea for daily practice and may incorporate it into the videos I

am already planning to help students. I teach college essay writing

but wouldn’t want to do the whole class. Can you imagine if just a few

patriots did this? No more school!

Do it! I am an English major and English/reading tutor…I really like

your idea for daily practice and may incorporate it into the videos I

am already planning to help students. I teach college essay writing

but wouldn’t want to do the whole class. Can you imagine if just a few

patriots did this? No more school!

No more school? Then how are you going to improve their skill in

STEM field? Online study without any competition? No wonder US

Students are behind and less capable compar5e to students from
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ASIA… every student in ASIA are competing to become BEST OF

THE BEST… here.. parent encourage their student No to get formal

educations at any cost… the problem is with the left ideology pushed

by gov at state and federal level…

Get your state to do what our state of Iowa has done with school

choice. A lot of these problems will suddenly start to fix themselves

when the bad schools suddenly start losing their funding.

Respecting sanctity of marriage starts at home, not in the schools.

The origin is at the domain. But that didn’t stop couples from

betraying each other and hurting each other and splitting up, bad

schoolteachers or not, bad schools or not. People hurt and ruin

people regardless of parental status. But the TDS sufferers don’t

want to hear that because they’ve been brainwashed into believing

marriage is sacred whether the mom or the dad is there for the kids

or not.

Sorry I meant to say TDS sufferers have been brainwashed into

believe marriage is NOT sacred whether the mom or dad is there or

not. They impugn the parents’ marriages in their kids’ faces if they

say marriage is between one man and one women like their parents

teach them. like the parents are stupid and wrong and immoral and

bigoted for teaching them about sanctity of family, calling them

cissexuals or cisgenders and that they are not good parents. This is

what the radical end of the LGBTQ agenda is. the more moderate end

respects people who identify by their birth sex; the radical end says

genitals do not define a person’s sex, so they are cissexuals to the

radical LGBTQ people.

That’s already fucked upon the nuclear FAMILY. You’re describing

the public education system. It’s been tried so many damn times, and

ends basic, every cycle. Fact- Parents are the first Teacher, but can

not be, because they’re prostitutes. Regardless of “feelings” that’s a

fact. Look at the definition of the word, and apply it to LIFE. Porn

Stars, hate to break it to You, Your Body, was FREE, KARMA RULES
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apply. If anything is given to You for FREE, You can NOT, PROFIT

OFF IT. Minerals are STOLEN, daily, but “mankind’s” mythical

“freewill” says it isn’t theft. Utilizing avatars is committing adultery

on Your-Self. The list of violations of KARMATIC RULES, is

retarded. Plus, the idiot “bad guy” tries the bs of reversing things

against others. Too bad, no body had to lie, and to continue lying

about “Hu”mans, isn’t helping. The Species, is not named “Human”,

the cloned slaves are. So, You want to be slaves?? I won’t tolerate it.

And, it’s sad, negative polarity “evil” tolerates, not The Source.

Socrates is Socrates, and reincarnated a bunch too, he/I, am ENKI. I

KNOW why, this civilization is rightfully worried. You’ve all

continued lying, and deceiving. Why?? Fear and ignorance.

 

That’s why they locked up Cardona, that other sick offender. His wife

was right to divorce him.

This is utterly ridiculous, first off there IS NO Covid-19, blaming

Trump for your own stupidity just makes you look even more stupid

than you are. Get rid of the people in those schools and district

Preeeeeeetty sure Black Sun Don stood there beside Dr Death and

Birx nodding as they told us to social distance and take our

jabs…………………………………… dot dot dot…..

Oh my goodness, Trump is not your dad, you have the freedom to

choose not to mask or vaccinate , quit blaming him for making stupid

choices. What are you a robot who can’t decide to say no? That’s

what separates the beta liberals ,from the Alpha conservatives , who

make wise educated decisions about their health.

Trump’s shot contained 6 known, effective ingredients.

 
When Fraudci got involved, it morphed into the TOXIC concoction of

today.

The reason kids are wearing mask all day anywhere in the USA is

because of the C.I.Aids and the Luciferians that run the Red vs Blue

show, media, Republicans (Red) and Democrats (Blue). The good
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cop vs bad cop routine. Insane how effective it is for these Black Sun

garbage pails. They have the good guy who is on our side guys, its

Trump this time, hes the Red savior (we’ve had blue saviors in the

past) and now the Blues are playing the bad cop this time. Its the

same B.S. Luciferian Sh!tshow. Red vs Blue. The secret space

program do not want us free. They like being rich. They don’t CARE

AT ALL about you or me. Trump is their current front man.

How right you are but these idiots will never get it. They believe all of

the ignorant bullshit of “ trust the plan”. If trump was a good guy he

would have reversed all Obamas illegal shit he put in place like

legalizing the use of propaganda on Americans that set all of this up.

If trump was a good guy he would have cleaned house while he was

in office. Trump is a snake, a piece of shit put in place as a pied piper

because they thought he would be able to get all his trump

worshippers to take the kill shot. They never thought there is so

many of us that are not trump worshippers. They never imagined

there are so many of us that think for ourselves using deductive

reasoning and that idolize no man. They fucked up and now they

must all die for their crimes. NO MERCY !!! NO QUARTER !!! NO

PRISONERS !!!

If he did that, then there would have been no way to SHOW the

public EXACTLY what they were doing! This way they sink their

OWN ship.

DJT did nothing unilaterally. Everything he did had to be approved

by someone or some group. AND, the choices he made for most of his

decisions came from alternatives specified by others. I am amazed

that he was able to do so much good having so much opposition.

I have been voting 3rd party since 92, and I never trusted T…. I do

like what MB has to offer here for us who want to believe that there

are white hats taking down the cabal. I certainly have never believed

the lie that we are living thru a movie as life is dangerous regardless
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of whoever is in charge. The border crisis is real and real people are

flooding our country to REPLACE US, and the Ds do want this for

their Communist playbook. Good afternoon to the each of you.

Go get the superintendent and send her to gitmo and show the

pictures of killary and Nancy with their tongues stick out of their

mouths

Superintendents need to be arrested for treason and pushing

mandates. As a public school teacher I had to retire early to get out of

that indoctrination system

Last edited 18 hours ago by Patysays

Looney Tunes was just in the title to explain how looney NJ schools

are – Looney Tunes are better than the indoctrination through

modern Disney. Especially classic LT that we all grew up on.

Remember all the American pride on the show?? It was a prime

example of the basic human condition – something they want to hide

from kids today. How dare they know their Self.

Sandra whether real or holographic will be on one of those barges

that Barry set up a decade or go. Remember all the slicers he wanted

on those ships?

I ask God to bless Sandra Montañez-Diodonet with such plagues that

“remain in place indefinitely” until she realizes she is fighting

Almighty God, and until she repents and also is removed and works

to undo the evil she – and so many like her – have been and are

doing. Else they will be removed very very soon and early by God and

the Hosts of Heaven, and damned into hell where they will “remain

in place indefinitely” eternally and forever. When you mess with

children, you touch the apple of God’s eye, and it were better you had

a millstone tied around your neck and you are dropped to the bottom

of the sea, than you mess with children, and suffer the consequences

in hell. – so said the meek and humble Jesus! (Luke 17:2)
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What i want to say, isn’t very pastoral, so I’ll just say this:

I hope God has planned a Nuremberg trial for every last individual,

that blames President Trump for what the UN/WHO/WEF/DEEP

STATE has planned for at least 3 decades, or more, prior to 2020.

May what happened to those workers of iniquity in the season

surrounding the Nuremberg trials, happen to these wicked civil

stewards, doctors, actors, media, etc., happen to them.

I pray, that swift judgment comes upon them like a thief in the night;

or a large, deep canyon shrouded by a covering of fog, that lies at the

end of a 6 lane highway to nowhere that is packed with speeding,

rush hour traffic and the drivers plunge to their end without a

moment’s notice of the impending disaster that lies just past their

line of vision.

Trump is in on it you IDIOT. There is now tons of evidence showing

this for those who want the truth. You will be judged for your idolatry

of trump as it’s clear you cannot see clearly because of it. You were

warned about idolatry but now look at all of you unable to see truth

because of your idolatry of trump. Sad and pathetic you all are but

you all just keep “ trusting the plan”.

Another ‘Liddle Kidz’ Adam ‘Shifty’ Schiff disciple?

 
Tons of evidence from the murderous CIA pedophile child predator,

specializing in 10-year-old black boys? Right. Manufactured garbage

a JAG court would throw right in the toilet.

Those lieing Nazi /Communist asshole’s. When are the white Hat’s

going to bring out the truth? Damn! so sick of this bullshit they kept

keep pushing. Would they permit me to slap the stupid shit of them.

Please!

Maybe they should look into the superintendents pay as to how mush

she’s being enriched by the criminal admin.
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Here in New Jersey, every school district is required to hire

superintendents for administrative, curriculum and IT. These are

extremely high-salaried jobs ie $175k and up. The superintendents

sign a contract of loyalty to the NJ State BOE. They are nothing more

that watchdogs for the State and to compel complete compliance

with every single State mandate.

But it gets even better. The so-called “wealthy” (translation, white)

school districts must give 33% of our school tax money to the Inner

City school districts. It is common knowledge that the “poor” schools

buy new computers every year just to keep draining us of our money.

They stick the year-old computers in a closet. These schools are

gorgeous too.

Meanwhile, we have to raise a 30-year bond (debt) to raise funds to

fix a leaking roof and repair/replace our aging infrastructure.

 
These Freemasons have a real stranglehold on our state. Everything

with 33 has meaning.

That’s insane. Get busy and start teaching the kids math and science

and history and some trades beside the core curriculum, and fix the

damn roofs with that 33% cash, how hard is that?!

 
I’m no mathematician, but schools in China, Korea, Finland, Hong

Kong, Singapore, Canada, New Zealand, Japan, Australia and the

Netherlands do better with the funding they get. We are the one of

the world’s richest countries with a plethora of school choices from

low-budget to state of the art public, private and parochial

educational institutions and historically famous private schools that

cost $60,000.00 a year in tuition for the rich clans, before the

shitter-in-chief started shoveling our tax dollars to the Ukraine

because he is running a proxy war with Russia via the deep state

WHO/NWO/FBI/CIA/EU/gloablist/Assoff/Banderite/NNz brigades

because he and the rest of the traitor leftists hate Putin so much —

which makes us $100,000,000,000.00 poorer as of this date.

 
That’s not including the $31,000,000,000,000.00+ in debt we are

currently running no thanks to the Rothschilds, who are worth over
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$600,000,000,000,000.00 and still hating on the Romanovs and

Putin for saying no to having a central bank in Russia because they

HATE to be refused what they want for world domination.

 
And that Luciferian retaliation includes attacking and shooting every

patriot President (Jackson, McKinley, Lincoln, JFK, Reagan and

Trump) for wanting to back up our currency in gold and silver, like

Putin did with the ruble and Qaddafi did with Libya’s currency. Deep

state presidents like FDR and Nixon took our currency off the gold

standards, and shot JFK for trying to put the currency on the silver

standards, and they took back all the notes Kennedy had minted to

show the change.

 
Deep staters don’t like financially independent nations, because they

must obey their Luciferian masters being the filthy-minded lackeys

they are, and must continue recruiting young people as child sex

slaves and homosexuals and forcing them to be child rapists to

continue feeding the demons the satanic paedophilia, child sex

trafficking and incest their gods demand that they do to get their cut.

And they never let up, either.

 
If Freemasonry teaches that it “makes good men better”, than why

the hell don’t they just use the tools they bought and have and start

teaching the kids without all the LGBTQ garbage and child sex-

change deceptions and same-sex marriage and same-0sex parenting

filth and Gay Pride nonsense being shoved down heir throats?!

 
They have even taking normal children’s stuff and homosexualizing it

to groom the kids, so they don’t have normal views of marriages and

can’t have kids because of the puberty blockers. And they have to pay

$325,000.00 for a surrogate to push the kids out because they

cannot reproduce their own due to the damage they sustained

because they were lied to when they were kids at the time of their

LGBTQ recruitment.

 
Oh, I forgot, the Rothschilian plans must be followed, and Bill gates

wants us to get a good social credit score while he kills us all with the

shots,and Klaus Schwab, who wants us all to eat bugs and get

chipped and take the clotshots, must be obeyed.
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Daaamn! I didn’t know that Northerners STILL Had The Mandates,

And The Covid Vaccine Showers Of DEATH; Awaiting Their Victims!

Those children will suffer just to die, if they are vaccinated!!! I can’t

directfully say that parents are just as guilty.

I believe parents ARE VICTIMS. Liberal Democrat Officials,

Education Officials, Governors, Mayors, etc; are basically

handcuffing sincere conservative patents TO OBEY.

And there are LIBERAL PARENTS Who Are Willingly Compliant

And HAPPILY Watch Their Own Children SUFFER & DIE!!

Not only liberal..even the most so called republican parent are in the

same shit like libtard, forced their children to get vaccinated …

Speaking as just one Trumper, I just finished taking my Chlorine

Dioxide today, and it is no more bleach than is Diet Pepsi

(Remember that Coke got the 2020 All Star game moved out of

Atlanta). And tonight I’ll take my baking soda and I’m also using

homemade toothpaste (no fluoride). So, one can look at

WrongWayCorrigan on Rumble or Bitchute and see for yourselves

that for 75 years of age, I’m doing pretty fucking good and still bench

my weight & have a game in 2 sports. Note to New Jersey kids: wise

up!

Good for you WrongWay, I, too, take a daily dose of chlorine dioxide

from Keevy’s Corner and have been for a couple of years without a

single illness, not even a cold, in addition to all the other

recommended supplements.

Ask the kids what comes out of taps … apart from flouride? The

answer of course is bleach in the form of chlorine , which is a bleach!

Chlorine Dioxide however …is NOT!

Not to mention whats added to pool water. We know that we can get

mouthfuls of it accidently.
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Children – the weapons of the left!

The full out war against children is UN-speak-able.

 
Whether it is the castration of Children which is permanent.

 
We must protect our and all children.

 
Here is my hope:

 
1: millennials are a lost generation. They are already gone in the

mind.

 
2: Gen Z their children. If you saw the march for life on TV there was

a large presence of Gen Z at the march. So like Boomers we pushed

the edge. But no one was brainwashing everyone. So as they got older

they became more conservative.

 
3: if the pattern follows Gen z could rebel against the millennials.

 
4: millennials will fall into the trap also. Don’t believe what your

parents say and believe.

 
5: So millennials can say I didn’t believe my parents but you must,

YEA RIGHT!

 
Anyway by the time Gen Z-ers have kids it may be give the right to

marry to my dog.

When I grew up going to public school in New Jersey they actually

offered and taught Latin from a guy with a Doctorate in Classical

languages.Now they’ve got the mein kampf mindset against the white

man,the family,the only true and living God of the Bible and his

Christ.Of course they substitute their own ideals and Statist

morality/religion in place of that but of course they refuse to

understand or receive that is in itself a belief and religious

system.Amorality is in fact a morality in and of itself.

At least the schools were better then. They can be better again once

the deep staters are cleaned out of there. GRAB THE AJAX!!

All of this comes down to the parents of these children..If they’re

stupid enough to continue falling for this bullshit and not standing

up for thier children they are the ones to blame..Brain dead fucking

sheep..
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I just hope all the parents were vax’d si we will not have to deal with

them for much longer! Stupid us as stupid does! Can’t fix stupid!

Wouldn’t it be awesome if Trump went to visit this school to

personally hand deliver this superintendent a defamation lawsuit?

Or at the very least get her FIRED! These poor kids. I sure hope that

there is a plan to help all of the trauma the world is experiencing

right now. It’s incomprehensible.

Let’s hope several of his staff are assigned to reading the comments

of his supporters here at RRN and on many other sites.

no wonder the enrollment keeps dropping. In the Waukegan School

District, only a10% of the graduating seniors can read and do math at

grade level. But their superintendent, Theresa Plascencia, has

buzzwords like equity on her district page. The 9th graders were

allegedly given a survey asking them if they reached an orgasm

during their last sexual encounter and the reading materials portray

the police as slave owners. I wish I was making this up, but I am not.

The other districts in the area are no better.

And I was told by a coworker that Wisconsin school systems have

better standards and teachers than schools in other states. The even

help kids with learning problems so they do well. My friend is from

Wisconsin and he got a good education there. This is insane!

Compared that to Maryland school district.. you would have a little

bit better feeling after your see their students level in anything

“Therefore, effective Monday, January 23, 2023, the mask mandate

will be lifted, and mask wearing will be optional”

damn, reading is hard

Meaning halfwit, that mask wearing in the New Jersey public school

indoctrination centers was MANDATORY on Sunday, January 22,

2023 and prior.
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damn, common sense and logical reasoning is hard

wHY THE HE– ARE PARENTS AND AMERICAN CITIZENS

PUTTING UP WITH THIS NAZI CRAP? tAKE THEM OUT OF

SCHOOL! THERE ARE ONLINE SCHOOLS OR HOMESCHOOL

THEM. SHEESH!

Last edited 17 hours ago by Linda G.

Under the Biden mandates you cannot even sign up/attend online

classes without getting vaxxed. that’s how sick and criminal it is.

You really need an automatic death sentence for anyone that engages

in gross defamation such as this. A person who can say/write

something like this has no conscience (making them a psychopath),

and has no place in a reasonable society. People like this are out of

control.

This Passaic School District in New Jersey must be liberals and run

by liberals or deep state (what is the difference) ……this school and

it’s ugly teachers need to face huge fines ………and stopped

Ignorant teachers. The facts are there if they can still comprehend

what they are reading. We are letting this happen but we can stop it.

How much further can people be pushed before they crack? I would

think that going after the children, the innocent and unprotected

would trigger most people. It was Trump that brought all the child

trafficking’s into spotlight, with the tunnels and border crossers.

Trump did some good things that are now gone by the waste side.

Endorsing the jab was his greatest downfall.

Leaving office was the big betrayal! Election fraud was in there hands

and he chose to walk… I know… The Plan. Right?! Geeez, thanks

Tommy Boy!

Controlled opposition always has to do some things their supporters

like. How else would they be controlled opposition?
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If the 40% who voted for Trump cared enough about their kids to

find safe and truthful schooling for them, they would be out of

harm’s way–and you can bet the schools would not feel able to pull

this baloney on the other kids. Wake up–we only get one chance with

our kids! It is worth any price to protect them.

So many of us have no clue how very DEEP this runs! The infiltration

is rampant on every level – even local!

Just sayin’…

 
The following was copied and pasted from the Passaic Public School’s

website:

“Passaic Public Schools has a diverse student body, with the ethnicity

of students on October 13, 2017 being Hispanic/Latino 13,514

(92.33%); Black 655 (4.47%); Asian 257 (1.76%); Pacific Islander 19

(0.13%); White 179 (1.22%); American Indian 9 (0.06%); Other 4

(0.03%)”.

Please note the date 10-13-17.

More than 92% of one ethnic group is hardly diverse.

 
If many of these Hispanic/Latino student’s parents are First

Generation citizens or are undocumented, they are less likely to

complain about this abuse.

It is interesting that indeed the Passaic School district

superintendent put out a letter on Jan. 20th lifting the required mask

mandate, revoking the required mask mandate as per her previous

district letter on Dec. 20, 2022.

IF…Covid is so deadly and easily spread, why would anyone lift a

mask mandate at the height of the Flu season??

 
Obviously, this is purely political and they know darn well masks are

ineffective. They also know the “science”behind Covid is fraudulent.

DONE! Just told her nicely what I thoughts of her Nazi mandates,

and she should resign IMMEDIATELY!!
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Well, at least we’re properly diverse now. No more of that pesky

societal cohesion to worry about!

These people are sick. My 3 great grand children are in a faith based

school. Cannot trust the public school system.

Even the faith-based schools are under attack. Out in California, the

government told the school to accept LGBTQ standards and they

refused to. They got punished and sanctioned for upholding their

Christian principle. A group of pastors gathered together to support

that school and they are being attacked as well, no doubt. LGBTQ

people hate Christians, calling them bigoted and supremacist and gay

bashers.

Those poor children. They are always pawns in the liberal demons

political games. They are despicable and care nothing for these

children who will soon be very sick because of those horrible masks.

This Sandra Montanez-Diodonet sounds like a good candidate for

GITMO because she is mistreating children and some of them will

die because of her horrid mask mandate. If I am forced to wear one, I

start sweating and can’t breathe and have a full blown panic attack. I

feel so sorry for these babies and just want to cry. Parents should

remove all of their children from this school system. I hope the White

Hats have this horrid demonic woman in their sights. God be with all

of these children and bless and protect them from this evil. Good

article Michael.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Glenda

I’m so glad we never had children. The gubmit would’ve sold them

into slavery through CPS and/or brainwashed them against us.

Heartbreaking.

Having children during bad times is not unusual.

 
Some babies were born in Nazi concentration camps and even

survived that. Criminal regimes like the pharaoh in Exodus, Roman

dictators, Stalinist Russia, Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, Imperialist
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Japan, Mao’s China, Kim’s North Korea, Cuba’s Castro, Haiti Papa’s

Doc, Chile’s Pinochet, Romania’s Ceausescu, Ukraine’s Zelensky and

others don’t stop kids from being born and changing the world.

 
One colleague of mine said she didn’t want to have kids because of

the opioid epidemic. Teach your kids not to do drugs. I learned to say

no without any parental teaching. Drugs don’t stop kids from being

born and changing the world.

 
One couple said they didn’t want to have kids because they were

afraid of all the paedophiles; the criminals were starting to asserting

themselves over the kids. Why are these parents not teaching the

kids to fight back and say no and tell somebody about the abuse!?

Because nice boys and girls do not fight adults? That’s a crock,

because I was raised the same way. “Respect your elders,” they say.

Well, some elders do not deserve that respect when they hurt kids.

KIDS CAN AND SHOULD FIGHT THE PREDATORS. Paedophiles,

rapists, incest offenders, child sex traffickers, child porn producers

and domestic abusers don’t stop kids from being born and changing

the world.

 
Many kids grow up in horrific conditions and they grow up to change

the world. Hairstylist Vidal Sassoon was born in 1928 in grinding

poverty in London; his father left his mother for another woman. He

and his family were evicted because the breadwinner abandoned his

family. They moved in with her sister and three kids, having to use

the hallway bathroom with three other families in freezing weather.

Then the sister kicked them out; his mom put him in an orphanage

for seven years because she could not feed him. Vidal’s mom

remarried and got her son back. At 14, despite his failing school

except for mental math, he got an apprenticeship at a hairdresser

and learned that art. At 17 he fought in Israel. He came back and

started working in salons, opening his own in London, then opening

another one in Los Angeles, and his salon chain grew all across

America and 31 countries. He started a hairdressing school and some

of his graduates started their own salon businesses. He got married

and had kids. He became an author. He gave a Tedx talk in 2012
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before he died, telling people no matter how bad things get, one

should never give up. And he never did. He changed the world in his

own small way, because his mother gave him life and pushed him

forward despite being in sheer poverty herself, despite having been

betrayed by her ex-husband.

 
These men and women are heroes because their mothers chose to

give them life. Even Napoleon said men become great because of

their mother’s influence SO WHY ARE WE ABORTING OUR

CHILDREN OUT OF FEAR? WHY ARE WE USING BIRTH

CONTROL OUT OF FEAR?

 
WE SHOULD NEVER EVER BE AFRAID TO HAVE KIDS BECAUSE

OF BAD THINGS OR BAD PEOPLE IN OUR SOCIETY. 20 years can

pass by very quickly, because if we teach these kids right, they can

GROW UP and change the world and fight these dirtbags, too.

 
WE SHOULD NEVER, EVER BE AFRAID OF HAVING CHILDREN

JUST BECAUSE BAD GUYS EXIST. THAT’S LETTING THEM WIN.

DO WE REALLY WANT THAT?

 
Let the babies be born to give them a choice with their lives, they all

deserve that.

There’s a simple solution to this madness. Get your kids out of public

school now! The risk to children is too high. They are being

indoctrinated with Marxism and transgenderism.

Exactly! They dont teach the things kids need to know, such as real

history, grammer, handwriting, math, (just use a calculator) How

hard is that?

Wow teachers are telling their children falsehoods in school no less.

Who should believe anything they say? Parents they are lying to your

children so why believe anything they say about your child? They are

getting further and further behind. I have taught school and we my

mother and I made sure not to lie to our children. What are you

learning if when you go to school to learn to teach. You can’t lie to

children or they will use it against you. Beware!
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Good for you! Many parents do deliberately lie to their children, and

the children grow up hating them for it. Never mind the teachers

lying to teh kids, because parents lying to the kids is so much worse.

Those parents will never be forgiven for it.

 

 


